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Abstract   

      Survey studies suggest that alcohol advertising influences attitudes and beliefs that 

promote alcohol use. Strategies from memory research and marketing were used to test the 

influence of beer advertising found in popular magazines. Effects on preference for alcohol and 

memory associations between alcohol and the positive outcomes of drinking were measured. 

One hundred eighty undergraduate women and men viewed 5 ads. A 2 x 2 + 1 (control group) 

factorial design simultaneously varied ad type (arousing or sedating messages) with processing 

type (selective attention or elaborative processing). Preferences for alcohol and memory 

associations did not differ between the control group and those who viewed alcohol advertising 

(p > .10). Null effects are consistent with previous experiments showing limited influence of 

alcohol advertising on cognitions and behavior.                              
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Introduction 

 

 Over $1.6 billion dollars is spent annually on alcohol advertising (Williams, 1995). 

Survey studies suggest that alcohol advertising has a significant but poorly understood influence 

on alcohol use (e.g., Grube, 1995). It remains an open question as to how this influence is 

exerted. An overview of the literature suggests both affective and cognitive mechanisms of 

influence. One possible explanation is that exposure to alcohol advertising creates an affective or 

evaluative bias (e.g., liking) for alcohol products. An affective bias is plausible when considering 

basic research on mere exposure effects and evaluative conditioning. Mere exposure effects refer 

to an increase in liking for a stimulus that results from repeated exposure to that same stimulus 

(Zajonc 1980; 2001). Evaluative conditioning refers to changes in liking for a stimulus that are 

due to pairing that stimulus with other positive or liked stimuli (DeHouwer, Thomas, & Baeyens, 

2001). Mere exposure and evaluative conditioning have been successfully applied in the general 

advertising literature (e.g., Grossman & Till, 1998; Perfect & Askew, 1994). It was predicted that 

alcohol advertising would create an affective bias for alcohol products. To examine this 

prediction, preferences for alcohol products in a control group were compared to preferences in 

an experimental group exposed to a series of five beer ads taken from popular magazines.   

 A second plausible explanation is that alcohol advertising makes the positive outcomes of 

drinking highly accessible in memory. Alcohol advertising contains specific product-concept 

associations that link alcohol with various subjective benefits, such as relaxation or excitement 

(Cohen, 1995; Thorson, 1995). Research has repeatedly shown that the positive outcomes of 

drinking are more accessible in the memories of heavy drinkers compared to light drinkers 

(McCusker, 2001). Similar to actual drinking experience, exposure to media-based associative 
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learning experiences may create an accessibility bias for the positive outcomes of drinking. The 

effect of this accessibility bias is now sufficiently documented (for a review see McCusker, 

2001) to justify investigation of specific learning experiences, such as exposure to alcohol 

advertising, that might change alcohol-related memory associations. A primary prediction of this 

study is that the accessibility of alcohol use as a potential behavioral option, and the outcomes of 

this behavior (e.g., relaxation) become more strongly associated in memory following exposure 

to alcohol advertising. If these associations are strengthened by advertising, then the activation of 

memories or thoughts regarding either member of this alcohol-outcome pair should make the 

other member more accessible from memory. To examine this prediction, experimental and 

control groups completed a word association task in which they produced the first behaviors that 

came to mind in response to the positive outcomes of drinking (e.g., relaxation). Participants also 

listed the positive outcomes that came to mind in response to an alcohol cue. 
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Literature Review 

Evaluative Conditioning and Mere Exposure 

A primary prediction of the current study is that alcohol advertising will increase 

preferences for alcohol products. Preferences play a significant role in motivating human 

behavior and decisions. For instance, we tend to approach situations and objects we like but 

avoid those we dislike. Likes and dislikes influence many areas of our lives, including 

consumption of goods. A response of increased liking is plausible when considering the common 

advertising practice of pairing products with appealing visual images. Pairing pictures of alcohol 

with other liked pictures (e.g., happy people socializing, a funny little dog named Spuds 

McKenzie) may lead to conditioned liking for alcohol, or lead to a positive shift in liking for 

those with neutral attitudes toward alcohol. General support for this prediction comes from 

studies on evaluative conditioning. In a typical evaluative conditioning study, an unconditioned 

stimulus that is liked by participants (e.g., smiling faces, a fuzzy kitten) is repeatedly paired with 

a neutral, conditioned stimulus, resulting in increased liking for the initially neutral stimulus 

(DeHouwer et al., 2001). Evaluative conditioning is often explained as a direct transfer of 

affective valence from a liked stimulus to a neutral stimulus. Studies by Baeyens and colleagues 

(Baeyens, Crombez, De Houwer, Eelen, 1996; Baeyens, Eelen, Crombez, DeHouwer, 2001) 

indicate that alcohol advertising may also involve observational learning of associative 

contingencies. Baeyens and colleagues indirectly exposed participant to contingencies by means 

of observing another individual who was consuming neutral colored drinks (the conditioned 

stimulus) and reacting with positive or negative facial expressions (the unconditioned stimulus). 

Participants who observed positive reactions subsequently rated the drinks more positively than 
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those who observed negative reactions. Likewise, demonstrably happy people are commonly 

paired with alcohol products in advertising. 

 Of course, the role of conditioned liking in alcohol advertising may be limited by the 

strong possibility that alcohol (the conditioned stimulus) is not a neutral stimulus for many, thus 

creating a ceiling effect for further liking of the alcohol stimulus. Evaluative conditioning studies 

typically use emotionally neutral stimuli (e.g., geometric shapes, abstract paintings, pictures of a 

pen) that are selected prior to study so as to avoid confounds associated with existing attitudes 

toward the stimulus (DeHouwer et al., 2001). There are apparently no studies examining if 

conditioned liking adds to existing positive attitudes or whether the effect generalizes to co-

occurring stimuli (i.e., alcohol and pleasant scenes) present in the “natural” environment. 

However, there is evidence from evaluative conditioning studies that previously learned dislikes 

can be made more positive through counter conditioning procedures. Evaluative conditioning is 

considered a robust and general phenomenon, with significant effects obtained using a variety of 

stimuli and procedures (DeHouwer et al.). The vast majority of evaluative conditioning studies 

have used relatively complex pictures of meaningful stimuli, including paintings, sculptures, and 

faces.    

 Additional support for increased preferences comes from research on the effects of mere 

exposure (Zajonc, 1968). In a typical mere exposure study, repeated exposure to a neural 

stimulus (e.g., nonsense syllables, geometric figures) increases liking for that same stimulus 

(Bornstein, 1989). Research investigating a variety of meaningful stimuli that occur in the 

natural environment, including advertising (e.g., Sawyer, 1981), names of public figures (Stang, 

1994), food preferences (Pliner, 1982) and pictures of faces and people (e.g., Williams, 2003; 
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Crandal, 1984) have reported mere exposure effects for meaningful stimuli. Several studies 

reported increased liking regardless of initial preferences (e.g., Hamm, Baum, & Nickels, 1975; 

Pheterson & Horai, 1976; Williams, 2003), suggesting the mere exposure effect is not restricted 

to neutral stimuli and can add to existing preferences. 

 Both mere exposure and evaluative conditioning methods applied to advertising stimuli 

consistently show increased liking for the ad itself and increased preferences for target brands 

(e.g., Grossman & Till, 1998; Janizewski, 1990; 1993; Perfect & Askew, 1994; Stuart, Shimp, & 

Engle, 1987). However, from an alcohol advertising and public health perspective, the important 

question is not ad-level or brand-level effects, but rather the effect on preferences for alcohol 

beverages as a product class or product category (Stewart & Rice, 1995; Saffer, 1995). In 

marketing research, this is the difference between primary demand (the effects of alcohol 

promotion in general) and selective demand (the effects of promoting a specific brand) 

(Williams, 1995). Effects at the level of product category have the potential to increase aggregate 

consumption levels (Stewart & Rice). Few experimental studies have addressed the general 

effect of alcohol advertising or its influence on particular mechanisms that are potentially linked 

to aggregate consumption levels. Results of econometric studies on alcohol advertising 

expenditures are mixed on the issue of aggregate consumption. Some econometric studies 

suggest that alcohol advertising does not increase aggregate consumption levels (Stewart & 

Rice), while other studies provide evidence that bans on alcohol advertising reduce alcohol 

consumption (Saffer). 

 In a typical mere exposure or evaluative conditioning study, liking increases for that same 

(identical) target stimulus when evaluated sometime later. In contrast, to observe an effect at the 
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product category level, liking must generalize to a new set of stimuli which are conceptually 

related to the exposed stimulus items. Survey studies indicate that exposure to alcohol 

advertising is related to liking ads, and liking ads, in turn, is related to alcohol use (Unger, 

Johnson, Rohrback, 1995; Unger, Schuster, Zogg, Dent, Stacy, 2003). However, it is not clear 

how liking alcohol ads generalizes to alcohol use unless it generates a generic positive affect 

toward the concept of alcohol which is not restricted to the specific advertising stimulus. A 

generalized effect suggests the possibility of a significant conceptual processing component. 

Research supports some degree of conceptual generalization. For example, Gordon and Holyoak 

(1983) demonstrated that the mere exposure effect can generalize to previously unseen stimuli 

that are conceptually similar to the exposed stimuli. Zajonc‟s (1980, 2001) theoretical 

explanation for mere exposure effects suggests the possibility of generalized effects. Zajonc 

proposed that affective judgments are based on gross or global perceptions of a stimulus rather 

than specific elements. Consistent with Zajonc‟s account, mere exposure effects have been 

shown for new or unseen stimuli that are related but not identical to the studied stimuli (e.g., 

Manza, Zizak, & Reber, 1998; Rhodes, Halberstadt, Brajkovich, 2001; Monahan, Murphy, 

Zajonc, 2000). Zajonc‟s (1968) initial work showed an exposure-affect relationship between 

frequency of exposure to words and evaluative preferences for the meaning of those words. 

Taken together, these results suggest attitude enhancement toward conceptually-based stimuli 

that are not restricted to the perceptual or physical features of a stimulus. 

 Both marketing studies (e.g., Janiszewski, 1990; 1993; Shapiro, 1999) and mere exposure 

studies (e.g., Kunst-Wilson & Zajonc, 1980; Seamon, McKenna, Binder, 1998) typically use a 

relative preference judgment that involves a comparison between a studied target stimulus and 
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non-studied stimuli. Relative measures that assess both preference for alcohol and preference for 

competing responses have advantages over absolute measures (e.g., strength of preferences as 

measured by a rating scale) of media effects. A competitive model is inherent in most current 

conceptualizations of advertising effects and alcohol use itself occurs in an environment 

saturated with alternatives. A favorable response to the product itself or to situational cues 

relevant to product purchase or use is often undermined by the availability of alternative or 

competing responses. Modern learning theory suggests that the probability of a given response is 

a function of the strength of both the desired response and competing responses (Mazur & 

Hastie, 1978).  

 Relative measures have uncovered effects from basic learning studies (Hernstein, 1970; 

1974) and marketing studies (Geiger, 1971; Stewart, 1989) that were not observed with absolute 

measures. Relative measures, therefore, provide more information by capturing competitive 

effects and reducing type II errors. 

 Although there is little evidence that alcohol advertising increases absolute consumption 

levels on any single drinking occasion (for reviews, see Atkin, 1995; Grube, 1995; Smart, 1988), 

it may increase aggregate consumption levels by developing a preference for alcohol relative to 

alternative products in the environment. Relative preference measures commonly used in 

advertising research (e.g., Janiszewski, 1990; 1993; MacInnis Moorman & Jawarski, 1991; 

Shapiro, 1999) are referred to as consideration sets. A consideration set is list of brands or 

products that are considered for purchase following exposure to advertising. The proportion of 

advertised and non-advertised products selected in a consideration set is one of the strongest 

predictors of actual purchase on later choice occasions (Roberts & Lattin, 1997). Consideration 
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sets are used within and across product categories to assess preference and predict choice (e.g., 

Ratneshuar, Pechmann, & Shocker, 1996; Roberts & Lattin). The current study attempted to 

show that alcohol advertising has a more general effect that goes beyond selective demand  (i.e., 

brand-level effects); a general effect that can be conceptually linked with aggregate consumption 

levels by creating preference within the broader product category of “beverages.” The current 

study used a product class or product category consideration set to determine if alcohol 

advertising increased preference for alcohol relative to alternative beverages.  

Alcohol Advertising and Memory 

Increasing evidence over the past 20 years indicates that associative memory serves as a 

common pathway through which a variety of antecedent variables influence alcohol use (for 

review, see Goldman, Del Boca, & Darkes, 1999; Stacy, Ames, & Knowlton, 2004). Likewise, 

alcohol advertising is designed to influence a number of intervening variables, including 

associative memory. Alcohol advertising contains specific product-concept associations that link 

alcohol with various subjective benefits, such as relaxation or excitement (Cohen, 1995; 

Thorson, 1995). The subjective benefits of alcohol use have been studied extensively as outcome 

expectancies, operationally defined as beliefs about the effects of alcohol as reported on 

questionnaires (Leigh, 1989). Using measures adapted from basic memory research, several 

studies have shown that associations in memory between alcohol and the positive outcomes of 

alcohol use (e.g., relaxation, having fun with friends) are one of the strongest correlates and 

predictors of alcohol use (Stacy, 1997; Stacy, Leigh, & Weingardt, 1994; Weingardt, Stacy, & 

Leigh, 1996). The alcohol-outcome associations portrayed in alcohol advertising have not been 

sufficiently investigated from a memory and information processing perspective, even though 
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changes in such associations are known to influence alcohol use (e.g., Roehrich & Goldman, 

1995; Darkes & Goldman, 1993). A second prediction of the current study is that alcohol 

advertising will strengthen the association between positive outcomes and alcohol use in 

memory. To this end, the following section reviews the application of associative memory 

theories to substance use. 

Associative Measures 

 A variety of measures adapted from basic research on memory have been applied to 

associative memory processes in substance use (Stacy & Wiers, 2005). Many of these measures 

fall into the category of indirect measures of memory. Indirect measures make no reference to 

previous events or experiences, refer only to the task at hand, and do not give instructions to 

remember (Richardson-Klavehn & Bjork, 1988). With regard to alcohol, indirect measures do 

not refer directly to alcohol or previous experience with alcohol. Measures adapted from basic 

research include reaction time tests, such as lexical decision tasks and the Implicit Association 

Test (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995). The advantage of reaction time tests is that they generate large 

and reliable effects; however, the interpretation of reaction time effects is a topic of debate (see 

DeHouwer et al., 2001; Fazio & Olson, 2003), and may not be consistent with the goals of 

advertising.  

 In contrast, alcohol advertising is designed to convey a specific conceptual message (e.g., 

having fun with friends). The conceptual information contained in complex advertising stimuli 

(e.g., visual, verbal, spatial, and social) may require the use of meaning-based measures sensitive 

to the various elements of advertising that together define a specific concept. There are a number 

of indirect tasks based on conceptual knowledge. Tests used in the investigation of conceptual 
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associations typically use words or sentences, such as generating associations to stimulus words 

(e.g., Schacter, 1987; Shimamura & Squire, 1984), answering general knowledge questions 

(Blaxton, 1989), generating examples of a semantic category (e.g., Graf & Schacter, 1985), or 

classifying stimuli according to category membership (e.g., Balota & Chumbley, 1984). Such 

tests are consistent with both the content and goals of alcohol advertising.  Marketing and 

alcohol advertising researchers claim that specific conceptual or semantic associations are 

derived from alcohol advertising exposure, yet they do not test for the occurrence of these 

associations. “Image” or “lifestyle” ads (i.e., those showing characters, settings, and potential 

use) contain specific product-concept associations that attempt to link alcohol with relaxation or 

excitement (alcohol-emotionality association), with a rugged individualist or “macho” image 

(alcohol-social identity associations) or with various other subjective benefits such as social 

facilitation, romance, or adventure (Cohen 1995; Finn & Strickland, 1982; Thorson, 1995). The 

content of alcohol advertising found in print media often contains a combination of words and 

pictures. The conceptual content of the verbal and pictorial material are usually consistent with 

each other (e.g., the word “relax” paired with a beach scene). Moreover, there is general 

agreement among basic researchers (e.g., Nelson, Read, & McEvoy, 1977; Smith & McGee, 

1980; Snodgrass, 1984) that pictures are first processed semantically, as opposed to a physical or 

feature analysis. There is also general agreement that changes in the format of stimuli from study 

to test (i.e., pictures to words or vice versa) rarely affects performance on conceptual indirect 

tests (e.g., Roediger & McDermott, 1993). The present study used a conceptual indirect task first 

used by Stacy et al. (1994). The task requires participants to provide the first and second 

behavior or action that comes to mind in response to positive outcome words (e.g., feeling good). 
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This controlled word association task (i.e., limiting responses to behavior) does not refer directly 

to alcohol or previous experience with alcohol, but instead relies on the degree of semantic 

relatedness between alcohol as a potential behavioral option and outcome expectancy cues (Stacy 

et al., 1994). Word associations are the latest addition to the range of cue-elicited responses 

found to predict or correlate with drug use, receiving support from work in cognitive 

neuroscience (e.g., Rolls, 2000), models of addiction (Franken, 2003), substance use etiology 

(Stacy, 1997), and prevention research (Weirs, DeJonj, Havermans, & Jelicic, 2004). 

 If alcohol advertising strengthens alcohol-outcome associations, either member of this 

pair should make the other member more accessible, regardless of presentation order (i.e., the 

relationship should be symmetrical). The present study also used a self-generated outcome 

expectancy task that required participants to provide a list of  drinking outcomes (e.g., 

relaxation) in response to an alcohol cue. The general prediction is that advertising will create a 

memory retrieval bias for positive information about drinking when expectancies are directly 

elicited by a relevant alcohol cue.  This type of open-ended survey response departs from indirect 

tests by referring directly to alcohol and encouraging recollection of alcohol-related events in the 

participant‟s personal learning history. As such, self-generated expectancy tasks share some 

characteristics of direct memory tests in basic memory research. Direct tests, such as recall and 

recognition, are those in which instructions at the time of test make explicit reference to previous 

events or experiences (Richardson-Klavehn & Bjork, 1988) and give explicit instructions to 

remember. Such events are typically a list of words or pictures, but can also include an event in 

the participants‟ pre-experimental personal history (Richardson-Klavehn & Bjork). Self-

generated expectancies can be conceptualized, in part, as a cued recall test, requiring participants 
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to produce information that formed part of alcohol-related events in their personal history. 

However, such tests do not give instructions to remember or inform participants that their 

memory is being tested. With regard to alcohol then, direct tests of associative memory make 

explicit reference to alcohol or previous experience with alcohol. It is assumed that self-

generated expectancy and word association tasks access a common memory representation 

derived from associative memory processes.  

Associative Strength 

Open-ended expectancy tests may be useful in alcohol advertising research because they 

take advantage of concepts such as top-of-mind awareness. Top-of-mind awareness measures 

have been used in advertising research for decades and allow for the assessment of relative and 

spontaneous memory for different scenes or themes within a single study session (Stewart, 

1989). Open-ended responses to qualitatively different ads can then be matched to known 

features of the ad itself. “Spontaneous” here implies that  information is highly accessible and 

self generated with minimal use of deliberate or controlled retrieval processes. The distinction 

between accessible and available information in memory (Tulving, 1983) is particularly relevant 

to alcohol advertising.  The availability of alcohol-outcomes in memory is necessary but not 

sufficient for the retrieval of this information. Research (e.g., Stacy, 1997) suggests that 

availability may be influenced more by individual difference in previous drinking experience, 

representing a more permanent source of information in long-term memory. For retrieval to 

occur, outcome information must also be accessible from memory. Accessibility is highly cue 

and stimulus dependent (e.g., Tulving). The concept of accessibility seems more relevant to 

advertising because of its emphasis on activation by immediate cues, representing a temporary 
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source of accessibility. While the retrieval of positive outcome expectancies indicates 

availability, the speed at which positive expectancies are generated would indicate accessibility 

in memory. Such an argument is consistent with long standing methods of evaluating “distance” 

between concepts in semantic memory (e.g., Meyer & Schaneveldt, 1971; Yaniv & Meyer, 

1987). 

Accessibility biases for positive information have been observed in smokers, heavy 

drinkers, and gamblers (Armstrong, 1997; Leung & McCusker, 1999; McCusker & Gettings, 

1997). For instance, although light and heavy drinkers both endorse more positive than negative 

expectancies, heavy drinkers endorse positive expectancies more rapidly than light drinkers who 

are quicker to endorse negative expectancies (Armstrong, 1997).  Leung and McCusker used a 

self-generated expectancy task with smokers and non-smokers. Both groups generated more 

negative than positive expectancies to a smoking cue. However, compared to non-smokers, 

smokers generated proportionately more of their positive expectancies in the early time interval 

and proportionately more of their negative expectancies in the later time interval. In summary, 

research over the last twenty years has consistently shown that heavy drinkers, compared to light 

drinkers, exhibit memory retrieval and accessibility biases for positive information about 

alcohol. A central argument of the current study is that alcohol advertising will produce or 

enhance some of these same memory biases.  

Expectancy and Alcohol-outcome Associations 

Associative memory and associative strength play crucial roles in the activation and 

retrieval of alcohol-related learning experiences (for reviews, see McCusker, 2001; Stacy & 

Wiers, 2005). With increasing alcohol use, a variety of co-varying stimuli, including the positive 
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outcomes of use, become more strongly associated in memory with alcohol (e.g., Stacy, et al., 

1994). Research shows that alcohol-outcome associations are sensitive to semantic priming 

effects (Hill & Paynter, 1992; Weingardt et al., 1996; Weirs et al., 2002; Zack, Toneatto, & 

MacLeod, 1999). Semantic priming is said to occur when a response to a stimulus is affected by 

the presentation of a related stimulus (pictures or words) prior to test (Richardson-Klaven & 

Bjork, 1988). Several studies showed that the processing of alcohol concepts can be facilitated 

by presenting semantically related primes. For example, when participants were asked to decide 

if letter strings such as “bottle” or “alcohol” were real words (a lexical decision task), decisions 

were faster when letter strings were preceded by outcome expectancy words (e.g., more 

outgoing) compared to neutral primes (Hill & Paynter, 1992; Weingardt et al., 1996; Zack et al., 

1999). In another priming study, participants recalled significantly more expectancy words from 

a list containing both expectancy and food items when they saw “beer” as the first word on the 

list compared to “milk” as the first word (Wiers et al., 2002). These results suggest that 

immediate environmental cues increase the accessibility of alcohol-related information. Also, the 

semantic relationship appears symmetrical, with either member of the alcohol-outcome pair 

capable of activating the corresponding member. Further, in the majority of priming studies, the 

effect was significantly more pronounced for those participants reporting the highest drinking 

levels.  

 The results of expectancy priming studies are commonly explained in terms of semantic 

network theory (Collins & Loftus, 1975). Outcome expectancies are believed to operate within a 

network of semantically interconnected concepts, the central concept being alcohol, with 

surrounding concepts depicting various effects of alcohol. If relaxation and alcohol are strongly 
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associated in memory, when the concept of relaxation is contemplated or otherwise activated, 

activation will spread to alcohol, and vice versa. For example, heavier drinking individuals 

readily respond with thoughts of alcohol use when the positive effects of alcohol (e.g., 

relaxation, more outgoing) are presented as cues in a word association task (e.g., Stacy, 1997; 

Stacy et al., 1994; Weingardt et al., 1996). Thus, an accessibility bias for alcohol use, or the 

positive effects of use, occurs when semantically related cues are encountered. Many of the 

concepts, words, and pictures contained in alcohol advertisements are semantically related to 

outcome expectancy concepts. It was anticipated that alcohol advertising would prime the 

alcohol expectancy network, creating a memory retrieval bias for alcohol related information. 

Processing New and Existing Associations 

Standard priming methods typically present two stimuli sequentially. The initial or prime 

stimulus creates a particular context that affects responses given to a second or target stimulus. In 

contrast, the alcohol-outcome stimuli in advertising are presented together in a manner that 

resembles paired-associate learning. Theory and research indicate that semantic priming relies on 

the activation of existing associations in memory (e.g., Graf & Mandler, 1984). However, 

alcohol advertising might also create new associations that bind alcohol and outcome expectancy 

concepts to each other, particularly for less experienced drinkers. In addition to priming, alcohol 

advertising can be conceptualized as exposure to associative stimuli or associative learning 

experiences. Such a formulation rests on the human ability to detect and use the relations 

between adjacent elements. In considering studies on implicit, non-intentional forms of learning 

(e.g., Frensch, Buchner, & Lin, 1994) and paired associate learning (e.g., Postman, 1978), the 

items to be associated are displayed in close temporal or spatial proximity. Research on implicit 
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learning and evaluative conditioning support the idea that the joint processing of two events, 

given a minimal level of attention, is sufficient for learning the relation between elements (e.g., 

Frensch et al.; Jimenez and Mendez, 1999). For example, Wicker and Bernstein (1969) showed 

that searching for a meaningful association between two members of a word pair produced 

incidental learning on an indirect word association task.  

By and large, the basic research on associative learning has occurred in studies using 

novel stimuli, such as artificial language acquisition and serial pattern learning; stimuli that rely 

heavily on a perceptual or physical feature analysis (e.g., Tulving & Schacter, 1990). It remains 

an open question whether advertising stimuli can be encompassed within a general theory of 

associative learning (as opposed to associative priming), or whether the conditions required for 

learning relations is qualitatively different for complex and applied domains. However, there is 

evidence from marketing research (Shapiro, 1999) that perceptual encoding of complex stimuli 

can facilitate conceptual memory. Shapiro demonstrated that exposure to products presented in 

context (i.e., pictures of potential use), as opposed to products in isolation, facilitated 

performance on several conceptual indirect measures. The effect occurred for test stimuli 

presented in both written and pictorial form, suggesting that effects occurred even with a change 

in stimulus format from study to test. Thus, the processing of complex advertising stimuli can 

include semantic analysis when the stimulus is present in context. Such a context facilitation 

effect is also found in the scene perception literature (e.g., Biederman, Tietelbaum, & 

Mazzanotte, 1983; Boyce, Pollatsek, Rayner, 1989), whereby object-to-object and object-to-

background information is thought to activate a schema for the gist of the scene. Schema 
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activation in advertising may facilitate the link between conceptual information (i.e., expectancy 

concepts portrayed in ads) and alcohol products. 

 Evidence from paired-associate learning studies suggests that the formation of new 

associations (on both direct and indirect tests) depends on the level or type of processing at 

study. For instance, several studies examining implicit memory in paired associate learning 

paradigms showed that elaborative processing was necessary for the formation of new 

associations between previously unrelated word pairs, such as window-reason (Schacter & 

McGllyn, 1989; Schacter, 1987). Elaborative processing, such as reading the two words in a 

meaningful sentence, is necessary for establishing semantic links. To date, alcohol advertising 

studies have not examined the level or type of processing, as attention to the stimulus is assumed. 

 From an ecological validity perspective, the distinction between elaborative and non-

elaborative processing is an important variable to consider in alcohol advertising research. The 

processing of ad stimuli in natural ad exposure situations requires selective attention, as the 

individuals attention is often drawn to a primary task or activity. Such selective attention is likely 

when exposure occurs during leisure time, while driving, or while reading an article in a 

magazine. Ad information processed secondary to a primary task may prevent the elaboration of 

semantic links necessary for new associations. However, such nonelaborative processing may 

benefit from an activation processes thought to occur in tests of paired-associate memory, and 

this process may be sufficient to affect performance on indirect tests of alcohol-outcome 

associations. Theoretical support for this prediction comes from activation theories of priming 

(e.g., Graf & Mandler, 1984; Schacter & Graf, 1986). Activation theories hold that the effects of 

priming on indirect tests are due to the temporary and automatic activation of existing semantic 
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associations and memory structures (e.g., Graf & Mandler). The term “automatic” suggests that 

activation occurs quickly and unintentionally, even if one is simultaneously engaged in other 

activities that prevent elaborative processing. Activation of existing associations strengthens 

relations among its components and increases accessibility (Graf & Mandler). The repeated 

activation of associated or covarying stimuli may be one mechanism by which alcohol 

advertising exerts its influence. The data reported from paired-associate priming studies (e.g., 

Schacter & McGllyn, 1989) showed that non-elaborative study (e.g., letter counting) of highly 

related word pairs (e.g., table-chair) can strengthen existing semantic associations. Shimamura 

and Squire (1984) found that the study of related word pairs, such table-chair, more than doubled 

the probability (relative to baseline) that the studied response (chair) would be given as a 

response to the stimulus (table) in a free association task with incidental test instructions (i.e., no 

instructions to remember items as a pair). Paired associate studies suggest that the study of pre-

existing conceptual associations, even those that are highly related, can further strengthen 

existing associations. These studies suggest that alcohol-outcome associations can be enhanced 

and the strengthening of existing associations may occur independent of elaborative processing 

in natural ad exposure situations. However, compared to elaborative processing, recent studies 

showed that the magnitude of priming effects on conceptual indirect tasks is reduced by non-

elaborative processing (Mulligan, Guyer, & Beland, 1999) and reduced by divided attention 

(Mulligan & Stone, 1999). 

 The activation of existing associations is central to memory processes in substance use. 

Free association studies of alcohol-outcome associations, as well as priming studies applied to 

substance use, clearly indicate that effects are pronounced at higher levels of drinking, and even 
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eliminated at low levels of participant drinking. Existing associations address the issue of 

baseline performance or the degree of semantic relatedness from free association norms and 

tasks. Contrary to the above discussion, basic research also suggests the possibility of a ceiling 

effect. Ceiling effects occur when priming is constrained by a high-level of baseline 

performance. Priming effects on indirect memory tasks are generally larger when baseline level 

of performance is low and effects are constrained when baseline performance is high (Reder, 

Park, & Kieffaber, 2009). Priming and memory effects in alcohol advertising may be observed 

only as a function of participant level of drinking. The current study addressed this issue by 

examining alcohol use as a covariate and then conducting supplementary analyses to explore the 

interaction between participant level of drinking and alcohol advertising exposure. 

Alcohol Advertising Research 

Much of the experimental research has focused on a direct link between advertising and 

alcohol use. However, this question is biased in favor of null effects because it fails to examine 

the goals of advertising (Atkin, 1995, Cohen, 1995). Instead, marketing specialists rely on 

intermediate effects on memory and attitude, which in turn influence consumer decisions 

(Cohen, 1995; McGuire, 1985; Wells, 1989). There are apparently no experimental studies 

examining the influence of alcohol advertising on attitudes (liking, preference) toward alcohol 

itself. Survey research shows that exposure to alcohol advertising is significantly related to liking 

alcohol ads (Wyllie, Zhang, & Casswell, 1998; Unger et al., 1995), positive outcome 

expectancies (Grube, 1995) intentions to drink in children (Grube), and alcohol use (Connolly, 

Caswell, Zhang, & Silva, 1994; Grube; Unger et al., 1995; Stacy, Zogg, Unger, & Dent, 2004). 
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Liking alcohol ads, in turn, is associated with positive outcome expectancies (Wyllie et al, 1998) 

and alcohol use (Austin & Nach-Ferguson, 1995; Caswell & Zhang, 1998; Unger et al., 1995). 

 There are only a few experiments examining cognitive responses to alcohol advertising. 

Two experiments found no advertising effect on outcome expectancy questionnaires (Lipsitz, 

Brake, Vincent, & Winter, 1993; Slater et al., 1996). Standardized questionnaires may not be 

sensitive enough to detect subtle changes in the underlying associative memory process by which 

expectancies and alcohol use are associated, particularly after limited exposure to advertising in 

an experimental context and non-elaborative processing in natural ad exposure situations. 

However, on a standardized expectancy questionnaire, cigarette smokers exposed to a body 

image prime (pictures of fashion models) endorsed  stronger outcome expectancies for weight 

control compared to smokers exposed to neutral primes (McKee, Nhean, Hinson, & Mase, 2006). 

Thus, pictures similar to those used in tobacco advertising influenced a specific positive 

expectancy for smoking. Dunn and Yniquez (1999) assessed children‟s responses on a self-

generated expectancy task (How do people feel when they drink?). Children viewing beer 

commercials reported positive and arousing expectancies more like heavier drinking individuals. 

However, the methodology of the Dunn Study (statistical modeling with multidimensional 

scaling) did not allow for hypotheses testing. The Dunn study and the McKee study are 

important steps toward conceptualizing the effects of advertising in terms of memory activation 

and semantic network theory. Another study examined the influence of alcohol advertising on 

physiological responses in a cue reactivity paradigm; the effect of alcohol advertising on heart 

rate and skin conductance was inconsistent (Cassisi, Delehant, Tsoutsouris, & Levin, 1998). A 

larger literature examining cue-reactivity to visual stimuli (e.g., pictures of alcohol beverages) in 
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alcohol dependent participants was also inconclusive (Erikson & Gotesom, 1984; Laberg, 

Hugdahl, Stormark, Nordby, & Aas, 1992; Stormark Laberg, Bjerland, & Hugdahl, 1993). 

 A lack of careful attention to stimulus selection may account for some null effects in 

previous research (Grube, 1995; Thorson, 1995; Williams, 1995). Because ads are strategically 

designed to target a particular demographic group, it is important to consider the study sample in 

relation to qualitative difference in advertising content (Thorson). First, content that is 

appropriate to the study sample may influence attention and relevance of the ads message. 

Second, exposure to qualitatively different combinations of ads that contain different concepts 

may reduce frequency or repetition effects. Frequency or repetition effects are inherent in most 

theories of associative memory and major types of associative effects (Nelson & McEvoy, 2000). 

Repeated activation of the same semantic association may be one mechanism by which alcohol 

advertising exerts its influence. Third, marketing and alcohol advertising theory predicts that 

specific conceptual associations are derived from alcohol advertising. Exposure to ads containing 

themes of adventure or excitement versus ads containing themes of relaxation or escape, may 

differentially activate specific emotional associations along the arousal-sedation dimension of the 

expectancy network. The present study categorized alcohol advertising content for specific 

alcohol emotionality associations and then tested for the occurrence of these associations. A 

stimulus study also verified that the content and style of the ads were geared specifically for 

those who served as participants. 

 With regard to frequency effects, a number of studies from basic memory research have 

found enhanced performance on indirect tests when the stimulus is presented multiple times 

(e.g., Salasoo, Shiffrin, & Feustel, 1985; Schacter & McGlynn, 1989). In general, priming effects 
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are enhanced for unfamiliar stimuli, such as pseudo words (Salasoo, et al.) and unrelated word 

pairs (Schacter & McGlynn) after only four or five repetitions with elaborative processing. 

Priming for familiar or related items occurs after one presentation. In a total of ten experimental 

tests of alcohol advertising, including six tests of alcohol use (Brown, 1978; Kohn, Smart, & 

Ogborne, 1984; McCarty & Ewing, 1983; Sobel et al., 1986), the average number of ad 

exposures was 8 (range 3 to 15), with a mode of 5 (three studies). Of two studies that varied the 

number of ads (9 ads and 3 ads), one study found a significant dose-response effect on alcohol 

use (Kohn and Smart, 1987), and the other found no effect on use (Kohn and Smart, 1984). 

However, there is no compelling theoretical reason to expect that exposure to eight or ten ads 

would yield significant benefit over fewer ads. For example, it is assumed that associative 

strength increases according to a power law with diminishing returns for additional 

presentations.  Further, the alcohol-outcome pair will likely possess some degree of pre-

experimental association. Additional presentations will matter only if they increase new learning. 

If fewer presentations are sufficient to reach an activation threshold, additional presentations will 

not help further. Thus, basic memory research and prior alcohol advertising studies suggest that 

five ads are sufficient.  
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Overview 

The two major purposes of this experiment were to compare preferences for alcohol and 

memory for alcohol-outcome associations with and without exposure to alcohol advertising. The 

primary question is whether preference and memory differ between those who view and those 

who do not view alcohol advertising. Alcohol advertising was represented by beer advertising 

found in popular magazines. Beer ads were used in this experiment because beer is the most 

commonly used form of alcohol by college students and perhaps the most generic form of 

alcohol on the market. Beer ads also offer a wide variety of “life-style” ads that contain actors, 

situation, scenes, and other attributes likely to appeal to the youthful participants in this study. 

Alcohol preference was operationalized as the proportion of alcohol and non-alcohol beverages 

selected in a consideration set. A consideration set was used in this experiment because 

marketing studies found them sensitive to preferences and behavioral choices across product 

categories (Ratneshwar et al., 1996). Alcohol-outcome associations were used because multiple 

operational definitions of this construct (i.e., memory associations, expectancy questionnaires, 

and self-generated expectancies) converge to support its importance in substance use. Alcohol-

outcome associations are also predicted by the product-concept hypothesis in marketing theory.  

A second purpose was to examine these effects as a function of variations in type 

processing and variations in type of ad. To examine alcohol preference and associative memory 

for alcohol-outcome pairs under different conditions, this experiment used two different study 

tasks, one that encouraged associative elaboration of the pairs and one that limited associative 

elaboration. In the elaborative condition, participants were given the task of rating the semantic 

relationship between the alcohol product and the scene or models in the ad. The elaborative 
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condition was intended to encourage participants to elaborate on the meaning of each pair. By 

contrast, the selective attention condition was constructed to reduce the level of associative 

elaboration. In the selective attention condition, participants were instructed to read brief articles 

in a mock magazine that appeared adjacent to the ads. Thus, they engaged in a task that 

permitted relatively unrestricted formations of semantic relations. The two processing tasks were 

intended to contrast an effect that approximates a natural ad exposure with an effect that can be 

“produced” under ideal processing conditions. The goal was to enhance external validity and 

sensitivity in a single study.    

Following the presentation of alcohol ads, preference and memory associations were 

tested. Memory associations were tested with a word association test and a self-generated 

outcome expectancy task. On the word association test, 16 phrases describing the positive 

outcomes of alcohol use were presented, and participants were required to write down the first 

and second behaviors that came to mind. Half of the stimulus phrases were arousing outcomes 

(e.g., having fun with friends, acting more outgoing) and half were sedating outcomes (e.g., 

feeling more relaxed, forgetting problems). On the outcome expectancy task, an alcohol cue was 

presented (“How do people feel when they drink alcohol?”), and participants were required to 

list as many words that came to mind in 2 minutes. Response time was assessed at 30 second 

intervals during the expectancy task.  It was anticipated that participants viewing alcohol 

advertising would produce proportionately more of their positive expectancy associations in the 

early time interval and proportionately more of their negative expectancies in the later time 

interval compared to controls.  
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A secondary question concerns the effect of the processing manipulation on memory 

associations and preference. If pre-existing associations can be activated independently of type 

of processing, as found in basic memory research on semantically related word pairs, there 

should be significant priming of alcohol-outcome associations in all experimental conditions 

relative to the control condition. However, the magnitude of priming effects should be reduced in 

the selective attention condition relative to the elaborative condition. It was anticipated that the 

processing manipulation would have the same pattern of effect on preference.  

To examine associative memory for alcohol-outcome pairs as a function of ad type, this 

experiment used two types of ads, one containing sedating themes (e.g., relaxation, tension 

reduction) and one containing arousing themes (e.g., fun with friends, more outgoing). The ad 

types were intended to test the product-concept hypothesis that qualitatively different concepts 

portrayed in ads become conceptually associated in memory with alcohol products. The word 

association and outcome expectancy tasks were intended to assess these associations. Likewise, 

the arousing outcome stimulus cues and the sedating outcome stimulus cues were intended to 

assess specific conceptual associations. Thus, another secondary question concerns the effect of 

ad type on the word-association and outcome expectancy tasks. For example, it was anticipated 

that participants exposed to sedating ads would generate more alcohol associations to sedating 

outcome cues (e.g., feeling more relaxed). Such an effect should also occur on the outcome 

expectancy task. For example, participants exposed to arousing ads should generate more 

arousing outcome expectancy words.  
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Hypotheses 

1) The proportion of beer products selected in the consideration set will be highest in the 

elaborative processing condition, lower in the selective attention condition, and still 

lower in the control group. 

2) Alcohol associations to expectancy cues and positive expectancy associations to an 

alcohol cue will be highest in the elaborative processing condition, lower in the selective 

attention condition, and still lower in the control condition. 

3) Alcohol associations to arousing expectancy cues will be highest in the condition exposed 

to arousing ads; and alcohol associations to sedating expectancy cues will be highest in 

the condition exposed to sedating ads.  

4) Arousing and sedating expectancy associations to an alcohol cue will be highest in the 

conditions exposed to advertising compared to the control condition. 

5) Positive outcome expectancies will be generated earlier in the outcome expectancy task 

in the experimental conditions compared to the control group.  
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Method  

Participants were assigned to one cell of a 2 (ad type: arousing or sedating messages) x 2 

(processing type: selective attention or elaborative processing) + 1 (control) design. Half of the 

experimental group viewed ads containing messages of arousal/excitement and half viewed ads 

containing messages of sedation/relaxation. Within each of these conditions, half of the 

participants engaged in a selective attention task and half engaged in an elaborative processing 

task. A between-participant design was used because a within-participant design requires a 

pretest involving alcohol-related cognitions. Exposure to alcohol-related cognitions before 

viewing the ads may cause participants to attend to aspects of the ads that may have otherwise 

gone unnoticed, making it impossible to assess the typical influence of alcohol advertising.  

Power Analysis  

Effect size estimates for the power analysis were derived from two studies examining the 

influence of advertising (Dunn & Yniquez, 1999; d = .89) and imagery (Stacy, et. al, 1994; d = 

.54) on outcome expectancies. With an average effect size of .69, alpha was set at 0.05 and 

power was set at 0.80. With five groups and the above specifications, estimated sample size for 

each group was determined following the procedures recommended by Cohen (1988). This 

provided an estimated sample size of 225 (N = 45 per group). 

Participants  

Two hundred twenty five undergraduate students at Louisiana State University in Baton 

Rouge, Louisiana participated in this study in exchange for extra credit. Forty-five participants 

were assigned to each of the four experimental conditions and the control condition. Participants 

were tested in small groups of 5 in a classroom setting, and each group was randomly assigned to 
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one of the five conditions. Participants were assured of confidentiality and given informed 

consent before participation. The majority of the sample (78%) fell between the ages of 18 and 

21-years-old. The sample was 81% Caucasian and 16% African American, with the remaining 

3% reporting other ethnic backgrounds. 

Norming Study 

  A preliminary study was conducted to determine the ads used in the main study. Forty 

undergraduate participants, none of whom participated in the main study, examined an initial 

pool of 23 full-page, full-color beer ads compiled from popular magazines. The initial ad pool 

contained primarily image or lifestyle ads (i.e., those showing characters, settings, activities, and 

potential use) as opposed to product-oriented ads (i.e., ads that promote product attributes, such 

as taste and ingredients, while showing only the brand with little or no context). The norming 

study had three goals: (1) to categorize individual ad content for specific alcohol-emotionality 

associations; (2) to verify that the alcohol-emotionality associations can be interpreted or easily 

understood from the ads; and (3) to verify that the ads are marketed or targeted at the general 

population (youthful males and females) who served as participants in the main study. 

 To ensure that participants understood the purpose of their task, they were instructed on 

the general goals of advertising, including a discussion of target audience and what constitutes 

the various product-concept associations in alcohol advertising, including alcohol-emotionality 

associations. Participants were individually tested in groups of five. For each of the 23 ads, 

participants responded to four questions. The first, an open-ended question, was intended to 

assess perceptions of alcohol-emotionality associations: “What is the main theme or message in 

the advertisement that is linked with alcohol?” Participants were instructed to limit their 
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responses to one theme and instructed to write one short phrase rather than a narrative response. 

The second question was intended to assess ease of comprehension; “How easy was it to 

understand the main theme or message of the advertisement?”  Response options included “easy, 

somewhat easy, or not at all easy.” The final two questions were intended to assess target 

population or target audience: “Based on the content and style, who does the advertisement 

suggest drinks the beer?” Response options to the third question included “male, female, or both 

male and female.” Response options to fourth question included consumers “age 18 to 23, age 24 

to 29, or age 30 and over.” 

Responses to the open-ended question were independently coded by two coders for 

mention of sedating-related words, arousing-related words, or other (neither sedating nor 

arousing-related words). Coders were two masters level psychology professionals. Prior  to 

coding participant responses, coders were instructed on the domain of affective words and 

discussed what constitutes positive, negative, arousing, and sedating-related responses. Cohen‟s 

Kappa Statistic (k) was used to assess inter-rater agreement between the coders. The kappa value 

was 0.78, which represents “substantial” agreement (Landis & Koch, 1977). Ads with less than 

80% agreement between coders, for mention of either sedating or arousing related themes were 

eliminated from the initial ad pool. This resulted in 8 ads perceived by participants as arousing 

and 7 ads perceived as sedating. Three arousing and two sedating ads were eliminated from the 

remaining ads due to low participant agreement on the two target population questions (age and 

gender). Averaged across age and gender questions, the eliminated ads had less than 60% 

agreement between participants. On the ease of comprehension measure, 89% of the participants 

agreed that the remaining ads were either easy or somewhat easy to understand. Thus, all 
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advertising stimuli used in the main study were rated as either arousing or sedating, as easy to 

understand, and as targeting 18-to-23 year old males and females. 

Dependent Measures  

Consideration Set 

The consideration set included a checklist of product-brand names based on the product 

category of beverages. The checklist contained product and brand names of ten beverage 

alternatives, including 2 beer products. All ten brand names were fictitious to remove the effect 

of prior brand exposure or attitude toward existing brands. The products were presented in three 

different random orders and no information other than the type of beverage (e.g., beer, sport 

drink, energy drink, and juice drink) and brand name was provided. Participants were told to 

“Check the names of the products that you would like to try. Please, checkmark as many or as 

few products as you wish.” Similar checklists have been used in previous research investigating 

stimulus-based consideration sets (e.g., MacInnis et al., 1991; MacInnis & Jawarski, 1989; 

Shapiro, 1999; Parkinson & Reilly, 1979). The consideration set size (the number of alternatives 

checked) and the number of target beer products checked (range 0 to 2) were recorded. Market 

simulation and market share studies have shown that the proportion of advertised and non-

advertised products selected in a consideration set is one of the strongest predictors of actual 

purchase on later choice occasions (Roberts & Lattin, 1997). Depending on the product category 

and the number of variables considered, consideration sets explain between 22% and 78% of the 

variance in consumer purchase and choice behaviors (Roberts & Lattin; Wu & Rangaswamy, 

2003). A brand or product that enters the consideration set of a consumer increases the 

probability that the consumer will choose that product even when it is not the most preferred 
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product (Andrews & Srinivagen, 1995). Advertising also produces a stabilizing effect on 

consideration sets over time, both increasing and decreasing set size (Mitra, 1995).  

Alcohol-outcome Associations  

The second dependent measure was an outcome association task based on the controlled 

word association measure of Stacy et al. (1994, study 1). The outcome association task measures 

the accessibility or strength of associations between outcomes (e.g., relaxation) and behavior 

(i.e., alcohol use). Thirty-one short phrases describing potential outcomes of various behaviors 

were listed. Sixteen of the outcome stimulus phrases included adjectives drawn from previous 

studies (Goldman & Rather, 1993; Stacy, et al., 1994; Rather & Goldman, 1994; Rather, 

Goldman, Roehrich, & Brannick, 1992) that modeled a memory network for alcohol 

expectancies along a two dimensional solution (positive-negative and arousing-sedating). 

Stimulus phrase included 8 positive outcomes associated with arousing expectancies (having fun 

with friends, laughing more, acting more outgoing, being more talkative, feeling more confident, 

acting wild, feeling happy, and feeling good) and 8 positive outcomes associated with sedating 

expectancies (feeling more relaxed, forgetting problems, feeling calm, feeling mellow, reducing 

stress, reducing tension, escaping from problems, feeling carefree). The remaining outcomes in 

the outcome association task were filler items, which could be the result of a variety of behaviors 

not related to alcohol use (e.g., being thrifty, feeling interested, mastering a skill, becoming a 

scholar, getting good grades, feeling satisfied, being overweight, feeling healthy, earning respect, 

earning money) and not previously listed as drinking outcomes (as in Stacy, et al., 1994 study 1). 

Stimulus phrases were presented in 3 different random orders, with no alcohol outcomes 

appearing consecutively on the list. Participants were informed that the phrases are the result or 
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consequences of doing some behavior or activity and were instructed to “write the first and 

second behavior or activity that simply pops to mind when you read the phrases.” Participants 

then completed a follow-up questionnaire to clarify the meaning of their responses (as in Stacy, 

et al., 1994 study 2). Participants were instructed to write a short narrative description of their 

responses given to the 16 outcome stimulus phrases. The follow-up questionnaire was intended 

to clarify ambiguous responses as either alcohol-related or not alcohol-related. Responses were 

coded for mention of alcohol (or drinking synonyms) as either the first or second response (Stacy 

et al., 1994). Two coders, unaware of the intent of the study, reached a consensus on each of the 

responses by coding responses as 1 for alcohol-related and 0 for not alcohol-related. In the event 

of a disagreement, a third judge broke the tie. Cohen‟s Kappa Statistic (k) was used to assess 

inter-rater agreement between the coders. The kappa value was 0.81, which represents “almost 

perfect agreement” (Landis & Koch, 1977). Two supplementary coding systems were also used 

in order to lessen any potential ambiguity in the meaning of responses: (1) responses falling into 

the above coding system, plus those responses that referred to drugs other than alcohol and 

getting “high;” (2) responses covered by both of the above coding systems, plus those responses 

that referred to “party,” “parties,” or “bars” without specific reference to alcohol. 

Outcome Expectancies 

The expectancy association measure was an open-ended or self-generated outcome 

expectancy task based on the self-generated measure used by Dunn and Yniguez (1999) intended 

to assess the accessibility or strength of positive outcome associations in response to an alcohol 

cue. The directions read as follows: “On the next page, you will be asked to respond to a 

question. Write down as many single words or short phrases that you can think of when you read 
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the question. For example, if the question was „name as many fruits as you can,‟ you might write 

apple, orange, banana, strawberry, peach, pear, and so on. Now turn the page and write down as 

many single words or short phrases as you can think of. (Next page) “How do people feel when 

they drink alcohol?” (Dunn and Yniguez). The page with the alcohol prompt was blank other 

than the prompt at the top. The sample responses on the front page appeared in a column format 

to encourage participants to list their responses so the first and second responses were obvious 

and to encourage single words rather than narrative responses (Dunn and Yniguez, 1999). 

 Two coders, unaware of the studies purpose, independently coded responses for valence 

(positive versus negative) and for arousal (arousing, sedating, or other). In the event of a 

disagreement, a third judge broke the tie. Coders were two masters level psychology 

professionals. Prior to coding participant responses, coders were instructed on the domain of 

affective words and discussed what constitutes positive, negative, arousing, and sedating-related 

responses. Coders were then trained to a 90% agreement level on a variety of “practice” 

adjectives and phrases commonly used to describe the effects of alcohol. Cohen‟s Kappa Statistic 

(k) was used to assess inter-rater agreement between the coders. The kappa value was 0.71, 

which represents “substantial agreement” (Landis & Koch, 1977).  

 Support for the above coding scheme comes from mathematical models of basic affect 

that include two, independent, bipolar dimensions: (1) affective valence, ranging from unpleasant 

to pleasant, and (2) arousal, ranging from low activation to high activation (Russel, 1980; Larsen 

& Diener, 1992). These two dimensions closely match the results of various grouping procedures 

(i.e., multidimensional scaling, cluster analysis, confirmatory factor analysis) for categorizing 

basic expectancy factors (see Goldman et al., 1999 for a review).  
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Alcohol Use  

Alcohol use was assessed with a subset of 10 items from the Composite Quantity Frequency 

Index (Polich & Orvis, 1979). Participants reported their frequency of consumption during the 

last 60 days for beer, wine, wine coolers, and hard liquor, as well as the usual number of drinks 

per occasion for each category of alcohol. A single quantity-frequency measure was be 

calculated by summing the 10 responses. Cronbach‟s alpha for the quantity-frequency measure 

was .81 for the current sample. 

Manipulation Check  

Three measures, recall of article content, ad recall, and ad recognition were used as 

manipulation checks for the processing manipulations. To ensure that the manipulation of 

processing was successful, ad recall and ad recognition rates for participants in the selective 

attention condition should be significantly lower than recall and recognition for the elaborative 

processing condition.  

Article Recall  

Ten multiple-choice questions based on the content of the five articles (two questions per 

article) were used to assess how well participants in the selective attention condition attended to 

the primary task. Cronbach‟s alpha for this measure was .92 . 

Ad Recall 

 Ad recall was measured by a free recall procedure. Participant listed all of the brand 

names from the ads to which they were exposed during the experiment. The presence or absence 

of a brand name from the target ads were coded dichotomously (Yes = 1 and No = 0). 
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Ad Recognition  

A standard yes/no recognition test compared recognition scores of the selective attention 

condition with recognition scores of the elaborative processing group. Fifteen color photo copies 

of print ads including the five target ads and ten distracter ads were presented one at a time, and 

participants indicated whether they remembered seeing the ads during the experiment. Half of 

the filler ads were beer ads and half neutral ads. Add recognition was coded dichotomously. 

Procedure  

Half of the experimental group (n = 90) was assigned to the selective attention condition. 

Participants in the selective attention condition were told the study purpose was to examine 

factors that make magazine articles readable. Magazines were then placed in front of participants 

and they were given the titles and page numbers of 10 articles to which to turn. Participants in 

the selective attention condition read five brief magazine articles that appeared adjacent to the 

five target beer ads and five filler articles that appeared adjacent to five neutral ads. Five neutral 

ads (e.g., Campbells chunky soup) were included in an attempt to conceal the alcohol focus of 

the study. Participants were told there would be a test to see how well they understood the 

articles. The articles averaged 200 words and most completed the task in about 15 minutes. 

Participants were instructed to turn the magazines face down upon completing the articles. The 

left-right position of the target beer ads was counterbalanced. There was no explicit mention of 

the beer ads. These instructions are consistent with traditional incidental learning tasks, where 

participants complete an orienting task and processing of the target stimuli is secondary. Half of 

the participants in the selective attention condition were exposed to five beer ads containing 

arousing themes and half exposed to five beer ads containing sedating themes. 
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 Half of the experimental group (n = 90) was assigned to the elaborative processing 

condition and directly exposed the same ads and mock magazine used in the selective attention 

condition. Participants in the elaborative condition were told that the purpose of the study was to 

examine factors that make the layout of magazine ads appealing and readable. Participants were 

given 10 page numbers and told that each page is a full-page advertisement. To induce semantic 

processing, participants indicated on a 4-point scale how much the product and the models (or 

the scene) in the ad are related or a good fit for the ad. This instruction is consistent with 

traditional elaborative processing tasks, where participants are encouraged to elaborate on the 

meaning of the stimulus. 

 Upon completing the experimental task, participants in both conditions completed the 

dependent measures (consideration set, alcohol-outcome associations, and expectancy task; see 

appendix), the manipulation check measures (article recall, ad recall, ad recognition), and the 

alcohol use measure. Participants in the control group did not view the ads or magazine but 

completed the dependent measures and alcohol use measure. The control group provided a 

baseline level for alcohol-related cognitions that are independent of the effects due to the 

experimental ad exposure. Participants were debriefed and thanked.   

Plan of Analyses 

Statistical analyses followed the recommendations of Tabacknick and Fidell (2001) for a 

factorial design with a single control (i.e., a dangling group design). Inclusion of a single control 

group means that the present design is not fully factorial. As such, the first step was to turn the 

design into a one-way analysis with five levels. Planned comparisons linked directly to the 

hypotheses would follow a significant omnibus test (Tabacknick & Fidell).  
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 Results 

Preliminary Analyses 

All dependent variables and alcohol use (covariate) were assessed for within-cell outliers, 

normality, and homogeneity of variance. Violations of assumption for Analyses of Variance 

(ANOVA) were limited to the consideration set dependent variable. Logarithmic transformations 

were made for the consideration set to correct for the non-normal distribution. One outlier 

remained after transformation. The outlying case, found in the experimental condition, was 

assigned a raw score equal to that of the next most extreme score in the distribution. 

Homogeneity of variance for the consideration set and all other dependent variables was 

satisfactory. 

Participant Characteristics  

One-way ANOVAs indicated no significant differences across the five conditions for 

alcohol use, F(4, 220) = 0.67, p =.61, and age of participants, F(4,220) = 0.93, p =.53. The 

covariate, alcohol use, was significantly associated with the three dependent variables. However, 

alcohol use provided no adjustment to the three dependent variables. Therefore, analyses are 

reported without the use of alcohol as a covariate. Males made up 35% of the control group and 

34% of the experimental groups. 

Manipulation Checks  

Results indicated that participants in the selective attention group read and paid close 

attention to the magazine articles. On average, participants in the selective attention group 

responded correctly to 90% of multiple choice questions based on the magazine articles. The 

selective attention and elaborative processing instructions differentially affected ad recall and ad 
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recognition. The elaborative group recalled significantly more ads (M = 3.27, SD = 1.23) 

compared to the selective attention group (M = 1.89, SD = 1.34), t (178) = 7.16, p < .001. The 

elaborative group also recognized significantly more ads (M = 4.62, SD = 0.71) compared to the 

selective attention group(M = 3.61, SD =1.34), t (178) = 6.30, p < .001. Post experimental 

questions indicated that 86% of the participants (n = 154) in the experimental group either did 

not correctly determine the purpose of the study or determined the purpose of the study only after 

the alcohol expectancy measure. 

Primary Dependent Variables 

Consideration Set  

An alpha level of .05 was used for all statistical tests. To examine preference for alcohol 

products, the mean proportion of beer products selected (range 0 to 1.00) was tested as a function 

of exposure to alcohol advertising. A one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) showed no 

significant difference among the five conditions, F(4, 220) = 1.11, p =.35. Table 1 lists the 

means and standard deviations by condition for the three primary dependent variables.  

Alcohol-outcome Associations   

The mean number of alcohol associations produced (range  0-13) in response to outcome 

expectancy cues was tested.  A one-way ANOVA showed no significant difference among the 

five conditions, F(4, 220) = 0.53, p = .71. Additional analyses were performed on the two 

supplementary coding systems. The results of these analyses, essentially replicated the preceding 

analysis. To examine the product-concept hypotheses, the number of alcohol associations 

produced in response to sedating outcome cues (range 0 to 6) and arousing outcome cues (range 

0 to 7) was determined. One-way ANOVAs showed no significant difference among the five 
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conditions for sedating cues, F(4, 220) = 1.36, p =.25, and no significant difference for arousing 

cues, F (4, 220) = 1.03, p =. 39.  

Table 1 

 

Alcohol preference, alcohol association, and positive outcome expectancies as a function of 

processing type and ad type compared to control. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                    Condition 

 

 

Measure 

Selective 

Sedating 

Selective 

Arousing 

Elaborative 

Sedating 

Elaborative 

Arousing 

 

Control 

 

 

Beer Preference 

         

       .21 

 

.20 

 

.14 

 

.13 

 

.12 

      

 (.42) (.31) (.22) (.16) (.18) 

 

Alcohol 

Association 

3.47 2.71 3.24 3.29 3.56 

 

 (2.46) (3.19) (2.74) (3.13) (3.50) 

 

Positive 

Expectancy 

5.71 5.58 5.29 5.89 6.50 

 

 (2.33) (2.38) (2.00) (2.28) (2.52) 

 

   Notes:  

   1. Standard deviations in parentheses 

   2. Means in the same row do not differ at p < .10  

 

Outcome Expectancies   

The mean number of positive outcome expectancies listed (range 2 to 13) in response to 

an alcohol cue was tested as a function of alcohol advertising exposure. A one-way ANOVA 

showed no significant difference among the five conditions F(4, 220) = 1.69, p =.15. To 

examine the product-concept hypothesis, the number of arousing and sedating outcome 

expectancies listed was examined as a function of ad type (arousing, sedating, control). One-way 

ANOVAs showed no significant difference among the three conditions for arousing outcomes, 
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F(2, 222) = 0.07, p =.99, and sedating outcomes, F(2, 222) = 1.90, p =.12.  Next, the most 

highly associated or accessible outcome expectancies were examined as function of ad exposure 

and as a function of ad type. First, the proportion of total positive outcome expectancies listed in 

the first 30 second time interval was determined. A one-way ANOVA showed no significant 

difference among the five conditions, F(4, 220) = 1.25, p =.29. Also, the proportion of total 

negative outcome expectancies listed in the final time interval did not differ, F (4, 220) = 0.86, p 

=.49. Accessibility was also assessed with the type of first associate produced on the outcome 

expectancy task. Both response valence (negative or positive) and response type (arousing, 

sedating, or other) were tested as first associates. A Chi-Square test was performed to examine 

the relation between alcohol advertising and response valence. The relation between these two 

variables was not significant, χ² (2, N = 225) = 3.63, p = .16. The highest frequency of positive 

associates occurred in the control condition. A second Chi-Square was performed to examine the 

relation between ad type (sedating, arousing, or control) and response type. The relation between 

these two variables was not significant,  χ² (4, N = 225) = 1.15, p =.56. 

Supplementary Analyses   

To examine alcohol advertising effects as a function of participant level of alcohol use, 

participants were categorized into high and low levels of use based on median splits. The 3 

primary dependent variables (preference, alcohol association, and outcome expectancy) were 

analyzed in separate 3 (condition: elaborative processing, selective attention, or control) x 2 

(alcohol use level: high or low) factorial ANOVAs. The main effect for alcohol use level was 

significant for the three dependent variables (all p’s < .00). More importantly, there were no 

significant interactions between alcohol use level and exposure to advertising (all p’s > .31). 
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Discussion 

There was no support for the hypothesis that alcohol advertising increases preference for 

alcohol products relative to alternative products. There was also no support for the hypotheses 

that alcohol advertising activates alcohol-outcome associations in memory. Alcohol advertising 

had no influence on positive, arousing, or sedating expectancies in memory. Contrary to the 

product-concept hypothesis, there was no correspondence between the type of ad viewed and the 

type of expectancy or memory association retrieved. Participant level of alcohol use did not 

interact with alcohol advertising to influence preference or memory associations.  

 Advertising did not create preference for alcohol at the product class or product category 

level. From a public health perspective, this observation is important because category 

preference is associated with primary demand (aggregate demand for a product category) in the 

general advertising literature (e.g., Ehrenberg, 1972; 1974; Fisher, 1993). By contrast, both 

marketing and alcohol advertising studies show large and consistent effects on brand preference 

and ad preference. A difference between product category preference and brand preference 

indicates that affective responses do not go beyond the ad stimulus itself to include conceptually 

similar products capable of influencing aggregate consumption. A lack of generalization suggests 

that advertising does not create a generic liking for alcohol products that could potentially 

influence primary demand. Preference did not generalize from an exposed stimulus to an unseen 

but conceptually similar alcohol stimulus. Such differences can be accounted for by the 

distinction between conceptual and perceptual process. Ad and brand preference, as typically 

defined in the literature, can be considered a test of perceptual processes, given that the identical 

ads and brand pictures are repeated at study and test. Repeated exposure to the same stimulus is 
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one mechanism thought to contribute to increased liking for a stimulus (e.g., Bornstein & 

D‟Agostino, 1994). Lack of support for the product category hypothesis is consistent with results 

from the general advertising literature. Summarizing the data on primary demand, Stewart and 

Rice (1995) concluded that advertising has a limited effect on aggregate category demand. As 

with most products, including alcohol, preference originating from advertising exposure appears 

to be limited to selective demand (brand preference, brand switching). 

 A particular point of focus was a postulate advanced by marketing theory (Cohen, 1995; 

Thorson, 1995) that alcohol advertising stimulates use through relatively short-term effects on 

associative memory. The associative memory hypothesis was not supported. Alcohol advertising 

did not increase the association between alcohol and positive emotional outcomes in memory. 

These results suggest that when positive emotional outcomes are desired or otherwise 

contemplated, alcohol advertising does not activate or increase the accessibility of alcohol use as 

a potential behavioral option for achieving those outcomes. In terms of Anderson‟s (1983) 

association theory, alcohol advertising did not facilitate the transfer of positive information from 

long-term memory to short-term memory. In terms of priming, alcohol advertising did not prime 

subsequent associations to alcohol-related words, even for the heaviest drinking participants. 

Previous expectancy priming studies showed the greatest amount of priming for the heaviest 

drinking participants. 

 Expectancy priming studies rely almost exclusively on word priming procedures. The 

current results suggest that activation of the expectancy network did not extend to complex 

pictorial stimuli that are primarily nonverbal in content. Priming is likely limited by the high 

number of elements capable of capturing attention or the high number of possible associations 
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present. For example, the majority of picture priming studies use relatively simple line drawings 

of single items (e.g., Lupker, 1988; Nelson et al., 1977). Moreover, the nonverbal content of ads 

may not be completely accessible through tests requiring verbal responses. For example, there is 

evidence for a reduction, but not an elimination, of priming effects when the format of the 

stimuli changes from study to test (Roediger & McDermott, 2000). Future studies can address 

these issues with instructions to generate words to describe the nonverbal content of ads rather 

than evaluate semantic links. Such “generation” tasks have proven useful in basic memory 

research (e.g., Bornstein & D‟Agostino, 1994). 

Relation to Other Alcohol Advertising Research 

There is a growing body of research relating alcohol advertising to drinking, outcome 

expectancies, and attitudes. However, significant results are largely limited to correlations 

between retrospective recall of ad exposure (or proxy measures of ad exposure) and dependent 

variables. The present study, which used well-established memory research strategies, attempted 

to address some of the methodological and conceptual limitations of existing experiments. First, 

this study addressed the issue of experimental sensitivity by examining intermediate or short-

term facilitative goals of advertising (i.e., memory and attitude) that are also known to influence 

alcohol use. Null effects occurred despite the use of dependent variables thought to be sensitive 

and appropriate to limited exposure in an experimental context. Methodology incorporated 

marketing strategies to ensure that advertising was appropriate to the study sample and addressed 

qualitative variations in ad content, also considered more sensitive to experimental designs 

(Atkin, 1995). The present study accounted for forced exposure to a large number of ads, which 

may create confounds associated with stimulus satiation and psychological reactance.  
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Results are consistent with null effects found in previous experiments. Because of 

concerns with experimental sensitivity, many in the field (Atkin, 1995; Cohen; 1995; Thorsen, 

1995) consider it crucial to identify effects associated with qualitative variations in ad content, 

and identify intervening variables associated with alcohol use that are influenced by alcohol 

advertising. The present study, which accounted for attentional processing variables and included 

memory and attitude measures, offers additional support for the limited influence of alcohol 

advertising. These finding are consistent with prior experimental demonstrations showing limited 

effects on consumption, alcohol expectancies, and physiological responses. Taken together, 

alcohol advertising appears to have little effect across systems supporting emotional, 

physiological, conceptual, attitudinal, attentional, and memory based processes capable of 

supporting substance use. Assuming distinct systems among processes, these results provide 

converging evidence for the limited influence of alcohol advertising. 

Possible Alternative Explanations 

One alternative explanation is that print ads (as opposed to television ads and television 

programming portrayals of alcohol use) have less effect because they lack television‟s 

audiovisual capacity. However, this is a unlikely given that three previous print studies showed 

significant brand-level and ad-level effects on ratings of intent to purchase the product and liking 

of the ads (Atkin & Block, 1983; Friedman, Termini, & Washington, 1977). Thus, print media 

alcohol ads, as with other types of print media advertising, are capable of influencing emotions 

and interests, but apparently not at a level associated with increased use.  

  Another alternative explanation is that exposure to the five advertisements was a weak 

manipulation relative to typical priming procedures. For example, expectancy priming studies 
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use up to 50 word primes and the body image primes in the McKee et al. (2006) study used 30 

pictures of fashion models. Although the current study emphasized qualitative variations in ad 

content, there is some support for a frequency effect. For example, seven of fourteen 

experimental studies (including 2 studies examining brand level effects and the McKee smoking 

study) reported at least one significant effect on a primary dependent variable. The seven studies 

reporting significant effects averaged 12 prime exposures. The seven studies reporting no effects 

averaged five exposures. However, significant effects ranging from increased alcohol use to 

brand preference were observed after only three exposures. Reports of significant effects are 

generally small and often with mixed results on multiple dependent variables. Over all, the 

evidence indicates that advertising does not exert a powerful influence.  

     Results of the post experimental questionnaires indicated that participants did not determine 

the general alcohol-related purpose of the study. Therefore, the possibility that participants 

responded in a socially desirable fashion can be ruled out as an alternative explanation for the 

null findings. 

The present study had several limitations. First, no attempt was made to measure past 

exposure to alcohol advertising or past exposure to the specific ad stimuli. Given that advertising 

effects are believed to be cumulative in nature, prior exposure may moderate effects. However, it 

was assumed that prior exposure to advertising is indistinguishable from other types of 

associative learning in terms of memory storage and activation processes. Second, undergraduate 

students served as participants. Advertising effects may differ for other populations, such as 

alcohol naive children, and dependent or problem drinkers. Nonetheless, the importance of 

college samples is evident given that alcohol advertising is directed at college campuses and 
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highly prevalent in college newspapers. Third, the current study had no overt measure of 

behavior, such as purchasing or drinking alcohol; reports of preference may not be a valid 

measure of effects. Fourth, the self- generated outcome expectancy measure occurred after 

participants were exposed to outcome expectancy phrases. This sequence likely primed the 

outcome expectancy network, essentially masking any potential advertising effect. This is a 

significant limitation and conclusions regarding the influence of advertising on self-generated 

expectancies requires additional study. 
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Appendix A 

Norming Study Questions 

Instructions: In the binder are 23 advertisements. We would like you to answer four questions 

for each ad. For the first two questions to each ad, please write only a single short phrase using 

two or three words that best describes the ad. Please give only one main theme or message that 

best captures the ad. 

                                                                    

Ad 1 

 

(1) What is the main theme or message in the advertisement that is linked with alcohol?  

  

       ____________________   ____________________   ____________________ 

 

(2) How easy was it to understand the main theme, message, or meaning of the advertisement? 

         

     (a) Easy to understand     (b) Somewhat easy to understand     (c) Not at all easy to understand  

 

(3) Based on the content and style, who does the advertisement suggest drinks the beer?  

 

     (a) Male consumers     (b) Female consumers     (c) Both male and female consumers  

 

(4) Based on the content and style, who does the advertisement suggest drinks the beer?  

 

     (a) Consumers age 18 to 23    (b) Consumers age 24 to 29    (c) Consumers age 30 and over 

     (d) Both a and b                       (e) Both b and c 
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Appendix B 

Consideration Set Task 

Directions: Below is a list of products. Check the names of the products that you 

would like to try. Please, checkmark as many or as few products as you wish.  
 

 

 Fresco Spring Water 

 Peak Performance Sport Drink 

 Gold Label Beer 

 Pinnacle Energy Drink 

 Very Berry 100% Juice 

 Aqua Pearl Spring Water 

 Gold Medal Sport Drink 

 Steinhaus Beer 

 Island Tropical Juice 

 Jumbo Java Energy Drink 
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Appendix C 

Alcohol-outcome Association Task 

Directions: During the next task you will see short phrases on the screen in front 

of you. Each phrase is the result or consequence of doing some behavior or 

activity. Each phrase will appear on the screen for 15 seconds. Please write down 

the first and second behavior or activity that simply pops to mind when you read 

the phrase. Don‟t spend too much time on each phrase because you will need to go 

on to the next phrase presented on the screen. Try to limit your responses to a 

behavior or activity. Now turn the page and write down the first and second 

behavior or activity that comes to mind.  
 

Phrase -------------------- Behavior or Activity 
                                                              

    Phrase 1:                 1st     ___________________________________________ 

               

                                            2
nd

    ___________________________________________   

 

   Phrase 2:                 1st     ___________________________________________ 

               

                                            2
nd

     ___________________________________________  

 

     Phrase 3:                1st     ___________________________________________ 

               

                                           2
nd

     ___________________________________________   

 

   Phrase 4:                 1st     ___________________________________________ 

               

                                            2
nd

     ___________________________________________   

 

     Phrase 5:                 1st     ___________________________________________ 

               

                                            2
nd

     ___________________________________________   

 

   Phrase 6:                 1st     ___________________________________________ 

               

                                            2
nd

     ___________________________________________  
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    Phrase 7:                  1st     ___________________________________________ 

               

                                            2
nd

     ___________________________________________   

 

   Phrase 8:                  1st     ___________________________________________ 

               

                                            2
nd

     ___________________________________________   

 

    Phrase 9:                  1st     ___________________________________________ 

               

                                            2
nd

    ___________________________________________   

                                                              

   Phrase 10:                1st   ___________________________________________ 

               

                                            2
nd

     ___________________________________________   

 

   Phrase 11:                1st     ___________________________________________ 

               

                                              2
nd

     ___________________________________________  

 

     Phrase 12:                1st     ___________________________________________ 

               

                                              2
nd

     ___________________________________________   

 

   Phrase 13:                1st     ___________________________________________ 

               

                                              2
nd

     ___________________________________________   

 

    Phrase 14:                 1st     ___________________________________________ 

               

                                              2
nd

     ___________________________________________   

 

   Phrase 15:                 1st     ___________________________________________ 

               

                                              2
nd

     ___________________________________________  

 

    Phrase 16:                  1st     ___________________________________________ 

               

    Phrase 17:                 1st     ___________________________________________ 
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                                               2
nd

     ___________________________________________   

 

   Phrase 18:                 1st     ___________________________________________ 

               

                                               2
nd

     ___________________________________________   

                                                              

   Phrase 19:                  1st     ___________________________________________ 

               

                                              2
nd

     ___________________________________________   

 

  Phrase 20:                  1st     ___________________________________________ 

               

                                              2
nd

     ___________________________________________  

 

   Phrase 21:                  1st     ___________________________________________ 

               

                                              2
nd

     ___________________________________________   

 

  Phrase 22:                  1st   ____________________________________________ 

               

                                              2
nd

  _____________________________________________   

 

   Phrase 23:                 1st   _____________________________________________ 

               

                                             2
nd

    _____________________________________________ 

 

  Phrase 24:                 1st     ____________________________________________ 

               

                                              2
nd

     ___________________________________________  

 

   Phrase 25:                  1st     ___________________________________________ 

               

                                              2
nd

     ___________________________________________ 

 

  Phrase 26:                 1st     ___________________________________________ 

     

    Phrase 27:                 1st     ___________________________________________ 
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                                              2
nd

    ___________________________________________   

 

    Phrase 28:                 1st     ___________________________________________ 
               

                                               2
nd

     ___________________________________________   

 

   Phrase 29:                 1st     ___________________________________________ 

               

                                               2
nd

     ___________________________________________  

 

     Phrase 30:                 1st     ___________________________________________ 

               

                                               2
nd

     ___________________________________________   

 

   Phrase 31:                 1st     ___________________________________________ 

               

                                               2
nd

     ___________________________________________   
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Appendix D  

Follow-up Outcome Association Task 

Directions: Next we would like you to clarify some of your responses. Please go 

back and look at the two responses you gave for the odd numbered phrases above 

and write an expanded description of your responses. For example, if your 

response was “hanging out with friends,” then expand on your response by 

describing the specific behaviors you might be doing during that activity.   

 

 

Phrase 1:        

 1st___________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

              

2
nd

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Phrase 3:        

1st   __________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

              

2
nd

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Phrase 5:        

1st   __________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

              

2
nd

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Phrase 7:        

1st   __________________________________________________________________________ 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 

              

2
nd

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Phrase 9:        

1st   __________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

              

2
nd

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Phrase 11:        

1st   __________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

              

2
nd

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Phrase 13:        

1st   __________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

              

2
nd

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Phrase 15:        

1st   __________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

              

2
nd

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Phrase 17:        

1st   __________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

              

2
nd

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Phrase 19:        

1st   __________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

              

2
nd

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Phrase 21:        

1st   __________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

              

2
nd

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Phrase 23:        

1st   __________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

              

2
nd

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Phrase 25:        

1st   __________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

              

2
nd

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Phrase 27:        

1st   __________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

              

2
nd

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Phrase 29:        

1st   __________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

              

2
nd

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Phrase 31:        

1st   __________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

              

2
nd

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix E 

Outcome Expectancy Task 

Directions: On the next page, you will be asked to respond to a question. Write 

down as many single words or short phrases that you can think of when you read 

the question. For example, if the question was “name as many fruits as you can,” 

you might write:  

 

apple  

orange  

banana 

strawberry  

peach 

pear 

and so on.  

 

 

Stop! Do not turn the page 
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How do people feel when they drink alcohol? 

 

_________________________ 

 

_________________________ 

 

_________________________ 

 

_________________________ 

 

_________________________ 

 

_________________________ 

 

_________________________ 

 

_________________________ 

 

_________________________ 

 

_________________________ 

 

_________________________ 

 

_________________________ 
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Appendix F 

Multiple Choice Questions for Articles 

Directions: Remember the articles you read earlier? I would like to see how well you remember 

the articles. Below are 10 multiple choice questions taken from the articles. Please complete the 

multiple choice questions. 

 

 

(1) According to the article on Ironman competition, what does the author recommend     

competitors do to cut their time? 

a. Take vitamins 

b. Strength training 

c. Shave their legs 

d. All of the above 

 

(2) According to the article on Ironman competition, which of the following dangers should 

athletes protect against. 

a. Over training 

b. Skin chaffing 

c. Dehydration 

d. All of the above  

 

(3) From the article on early retirement, the author and his wife saved a quarter of a million 

dollars by choosing to do which of the following? 

a. Drive inexpensive used cars  

b. Live on half their salary  

c. Not have children 

d. Skip =vacations each year 

e. All of the above 

 
(4) According to the article on early retirement at what age did the author retire?  

 40 

 56 

 60 

 48 

 

(5) According to the article “Earners Keepers,” what type of company did the two business 

men own? 

a. A medical supply company 

b. An automobile parts company 

c. A marketing and communications company 

d. A natural foods company 
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(6) According to the article “Earners Keepers,” the two business men increased their profits 

by doing which of the following? 

a. Hiring a marketing specialist 

b. Reducing packaging costs 

c. Cutting health insurance for employees 

d. Moving their headquarters to Puerto Rico  

 

(7) According to the article “Rising Tide,” hurricanes Katrina and Rita made many people 

aware of what problem? 

a. Weaknesses in the levy system 

b. Limitations of standard home owners insurance 

c. Loss of Louisiana‟s coast land  

d. FEMA‟s limitations in response to disasters  

 

(8) According to the article “Rising Tide,” what should we do in response to the hurricanes?  

a. Rebuild in low risk flood areas 

b. Conserve coastal lands and begin coastal restoration 

c. Purchase flood insurance 

d. Design and build a better levy system 

 

(9) According to the article “Prince of Glides,” what is Maxwell Mackenzie one of the best 

in the country at doing?  

 Hang gliding  

 Crop =dusting 

 Experimental aircraft design 

 Agricultural photography 

 

 

(10) According to the article “Prince of Glides,” Maxwell Mackenzie was born and spend his 

summers in what Minnesota county? 

a. Otter Tail county 

b. Olmsted county  

c. Hennepin county 

d. Lake county 
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Appendix G 

Ad Recall 

Directions: Earlier you read 10 short magazine articles. On the opposite page next 

to the articles were 10 advertisements.  Please list all of the brand names from the 

advertisements.  List only brand names that you can remember, not the product 

names.  If you saw a brand more than once, be sure to include it more than once. 

 

 

____________________________ 

 

____________________________ 

 

____________________________ 

 

____________________________ 

 

____________________________ 

 

____________________________ 

 

____________________________ 

 

____________________________ 

 

____________________________ 

 

____________________________ 
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Appendix H 

Ad Recognition 

Directions: In the binder in front of you are 15 advertisements represented below 

by the numbers 1 through 15. Please look at each ad and circle “Yes” if you 

remember seeing the advertisements during the experiment or circle “No” if you 

do not remember seeing the advertisement. Please look at the ads only once and do 

not go back to change your answers.  

 

1.  YES          NO 

2.  YES          NO 

3.  YES          NO 

4.  YES          NO 

5.  YES          NO 

6.  YES          NO 

7.  YES          NO 

8.  YES          NO 

9.  YES          NO 

10.   YES         NO 

11.   YES         NO 

12.   YES         NO 

13.   YES         NO 

14.   YES         NO 

15.   YES         NO 
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Appendix I 

Post Experimental Questionnaire  

   Next we would like to know if and when you may have determined the purpose 

of this experiment.  Please answer the following questions. 

 

1. What do you think was the purpose of the experiment?  

_____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 

2.    Please describe the best that you can the point in the experiment that you 

determined the purpose of the experiment? 

_____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 

3.     At what point in the experiment did you figure out the purpose of the 

experiment? 

a. When I was looking at the ads. 

b. When I was responding to the question that read “How do people feel when 

they drink alcohol.” 

c. Not until near the end when I answered the questions on alcohol use. 

d. I did not figure out the purpose of the experiment. 

 

Thank you for your participation. 
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Appendix J 

Experimental Protocol 

 

1. Welcome to experiment # 13 on media use. We are conducting research on the use of 

television, radio, internet and print media. You all have been assigned to the print media 

group. 

 

2.  The specific purpose of the study is to examine factors that make magazine articles readable 

and the type of information taken from the articles.  

 

3. Please read the following informed consent, sign at the bottom of each form, and return one 

copy to me. 

 

4.  Hand out test magazines. So let‟s get started. These are test magazines that were put 

together for the specific purpose of this study. Don‟t open them just yet.  I‟ll let you know 

when to start. 

 

5.   On each page in the magazine you will find a short article that appears on either the left or 

the right side. There are a total of 10 articles. Hand out article titles. Here is a list of the 10 

articles. Please read each article once. Later there will be a test on the articles to see how 

well you understood the articles. When you finish reading the articles please close the 

magazine and turn it face down. We will continue when everyone is done reading. I want o 

keep =the magazines in god condition, to avoid bending or damaging, please keep =the 

magazine on the table as you work through it. Do you have any questions?  

 

6.  Collect test magazines and titles. 

 

7.  Handout test packet. Next I’ll give you a packet containing the tasks you will be doing 

today. Please write the last 4 digits of your SS# and gender at the top. Please do not 

work ahead or look ahead in the packet. When you complete a task just stop =and I’ll 

tell you when it’s time to go on.    

 

8. Product checklist. For the next task, please read the instructions at the top =and complete the 

checklist below. When you finish the task wait. I‟ll let you know when to go on to the next 

page. 

 

9. Phrase association task: Please turn the page. For the next task I will read the directions 

aloud. During the next task you will see short phrases on the screen in front of you. Each 

phrase is the result or consequence of doing some behavior or activity. Each phrase will 

appear on the screen for 15 seconds. Please write down the first and second behavior or 

activity that simply pops to mind when you read the phrase. Don‟t spend too much time on 

each phrase because you will need to go on to the next phrase presented on the screen. Try to 

limit your responses to a behavior or activity. There are a total of 31 phrases. Do you have 
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any questions? Now turn the page and write down the first and second behavior or activity 

that comes to mind. 

 

10. Follow-up =to phrase association task. Please turn the page. Next I would like you to 

clarify some of your responses.  Please go back and look at the two responses you gave for 

the odd numbered phrases above and write an expanded description of your responses, 

particularly those responses that are not real clear or may involve a wide variety of 

behaviors or activities. For example, if your response was “hanging out with friends,” then 

clarify your response by including specific behaviors and actions you might be doing during 

that activity. When you finish the task wait. I‟ll let you know when to go on to the next page. 

We will continue when everyone is done. Do you have any questions?  

 

11. Outcome expectancy task: Please read the instructions. Don‟t turn the page just yet.  When 

everyone is ready I‟ll let you know when to start. When you finish the task wait and I‟ll let 

you know when to go on to the next page. 

 

12. Give line drawing instruction: While you are working on this next task I‟m going to ask 

you to draw a line from left to right across the page every 30 seconds. I‟ll simply state “draw 

a line.” Please draw a line and continue with the task. Please turn the page. 

 

13. Multiple choices questions. Please turn the page. Remember the articles you read earlier? 

I would like to see how well you remember the articles. I have 10 multiple choice questions 

taken from the articles. Please complete the multiple choice questions. 

 

14. Brand recall task. Please turn the page. On the page opposite from the short articles you 

read earlier were 10 full page advertisements. Please write down the brand names from 

those advertisements. For example, if the ad were for Wrigley‟s chewing gum, you would 

write the brand name “Wrigley‟s” not the product “gum.” If you saw a brand more than 

once, be sure to include it more than once. 

 

15. Ad Recognition: Hand out binders. Next I would like to see if you recognize the 10 

advertisements that appeared on the pages opposite from the short articles you read. Don‟t 

open these binders just yet.  I‟ll let you know when to start. The binders I‟m passing out 

contain 15 advertisements. Some of the ads were in the magazine and some were not. On the 

response sheet you will see the numbers 1 through 15 that correspond to the 15 ads in the 

binder. Please page through the ads one at a time and circle YES if you remember seeing the 

ad earlier and NO if you do not remember seeing the ad. Please look at the ad only once and 

do not go back to change your answers. 

 

16. Post-experiment questionnaire. Please to the last page n the packet and answer the 

following questions about the experiment itself. When you are done please turn the packet 

over and stay seated. 
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17. Hand out 2
nd

 consent form. Next I‟d like you to fill out a short questionnaire that asks 

about your alcohol use. Remember you are free to withdraw at anytime without penalty. 

Please read the following informed consent, sign at the bottom, and return one copy to me. 

Remember, all of your responses are anonymous and cannot be linked with you personally. 

 

18. Hand out alcohol use questionnaire. Please write the last 4 digits of your SS# 

19. Ok, before you go I need to explain to you what the study was about. If you didn‟t already 

figure it out the experiment was not about factors that make magazine articles readable. The 

study was looking at the effects of alcohol advertising on memory and product preferences. 

Any questions?  

 

20. Please do not discuss what you did today with others who may participate. Please do 

not tell your friends and classmates what the experiment is actually about.    

 

21. Reset Behavior Association Task on Computer  
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Appendix K 

Consent Forms 

 

Study Title:  Media Use  

 

Performance Sites: The study is being conducted in the Psychology department of Louisiana 

State University.   

 

Contacts:  The study is being conducted by Dr. Amy Copeland and James Smith of the 

Psychology  Department of LSU. Dr. Copeland can be reached at 578-4117 Monday-Friday 

between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. or at copelan@lsu.edu. Mr.  Smith can be reached at 362-2593 

Monday-Saturday between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. or at jamescsmith@cox.net.  

 

Study Purpose: We are conducting research to explore individual factors that relate to media 

use.   

                                        

Participants: Participants must be at least 18 years of age and an undergraduate student at LSU. 

 

Number of  Participants: The Maximum number of participants we plan to enroll is 225. 

 

Study Procedures: You will be asked to view a magazine and then complete several 

questionnaires regarding elements that make the layout of the magazine appealing and a 

questionnaire regarding product use. The study will be completed during one session and the 

required time will be approximately one hour. 

 

Benefits: All undergraduate students participating will receive extra credit for completion of the 

study. In addition, the information collected may lead to a better understanding of the  factors 

contributing to media use.  

 

Risk/Discomforts: There are no known risks or discomfort to participating in this study. Some 

participants  may be concerned about the loss of privacy because of the personal nature of                     

information. However, this is extremely unlikely given that no identifying information will be 

collected 

 that can be personally linked in anyway to your responses.   

 

Right to Refuse:  Participation in this study is voluntary. You may change your mind and 

withdraw from the study at any time without penalty or loss of any benefit to which you may 

otherwise   be entitled.  

 

Privacy:  Participation in this study is anonymous. Results of this study may be published, but 

no names or identifying information will be included in the publication because this study is 

anonymous. 
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Financial  Information:  There is no financial compensation for participation. You will earn 

extra credit points for  participating in this study. 

 

Withdrawal:  Participants may withdraw from the study at any time. 

 

Removal:  Aside from obvious disruption, harm or threat of harm to other study participants or 

members of the research team, participants will not be dropped from this study.   

 

Certificate of Confidentiality: To help us protect your privacy, we have obtained a Certificate 

of Confidentiality from the National Institutes of Health. With this Certificate, the researchers 

cannot be forced to disclose information that may identify you, even by a court subpoena, in any 

federal, state, or local civil, criminal, administrative, legislative, or other proceedings. The 

researchers will use the Certificate to resist any demands for information that would identify you, 

except as explained below. 

The Certificate cannot be used to resist a demand for information from personnel of the United 

States Government that is used for auditing or evaluation of federally funded projects or for 

information that must be disclosed in order to meet the requirements of the federal Food and 

Drug Administration (FDA). 

You should understand that a Certificate of Confidentiality does not prevent you or a member of 

your family from voluntarily releasing information about yourself or your involvement in this 

research. If an insurer, employer, or other person obtains your written consent to receive research 

information, then the researchers may not use the Certificate to withhold that information. 

The Certificate of Confidentiality does not prevent the researchers from disclosing voluntarily, 

without your consent, information that would identify you as a participant in the research project 

under the following circumstances: reporting of child abuse and intent to hurt self or others.  

 Signatures:    ‘The study has been discussed with me and all my questions have been 

answered.  I may direct additional questions regarding study specifics to the investigators.  If 

I have questions about subjects‟ rights or other concerns, I can contact Robert C. Mathews, 

Chairman, LSU Institutional Review Board, (225) 578-8692, irb@lsu.edu, www.lsu.edu/irb.  

I agree to participate in the study described above and acknowledge the researchers 

obligation to provide me with a copy of this consent form if signed by me.‟   

 

                                      

Participant name (print)_____________________________________________________ 

                          

Participant Signature: _______________________________________  Date: __________ 
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Consent Form II 

 

Study Title:  The Influence of Alcohol Advertising on Associative Memory and Consideration 

Sets. 

 

Performance Sites:  The study is being conducted in the Psychology department of Louisiana 

State University.   

 

Contacts:  The study is being conducted by Dr. Amy Copeland and James Smith of the 

Psychology         

Department of LSU. Dr. Copeland can be reached at 578-4117 Monday-Friday between 9:00 

a.m. and 5:00 p.m. or at copelan@lsu.edu. Mr.  Smith can be reached at 362-2593 Monday-

Saturday between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. or at jamescsmith@cox.net.  

 

Study Purpose: We are conducting research on how alcohol advertising influences memory.   

                                        

Participants:  Participants must be at least 18 years of age and an undergraduate student at LSU. 

 

Number of  Participants: The Maximum number of participants we plan to enroll is 225. 

 

Study Procedures: You were asked to view a magazine and advertising during the first part of 

the study. 

The second part of the study requires that you complete a brief survey on your use of  alcohol. 

The required time will be 5 minutes or less.   

                                        

Benefits:  All undergraduate students participating will receive extra credit for completion of the  

study. In addition, the information collected may lead to a better understanding of the  factors 

contributing to alcohol use.  

 

Risk/Discomforts: There are no known risks or discomfort to participating in this study. Some 

participants  may be concerned about the loss of privacy because of the personal nature of                   

information. However, this is extremely unlikely given that no identifying information will be 

collected that can be personally linked in anyway to your responses.   

 

Right to Refuse:  Participation in this study is voluntary. You may change your mind and 

withdraw from  

the study at any time without penalty or loss of any benefit to which you may otherwise   be 

entitled.  

 

Privacy:  Participation in this study is anonymous. Results of this study may be published, but 

no names or identifying information will be included in the publication because this study is 

anonymous. 
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Financial  Information: There is no financial compensation for participation. You will earn 

extra credit points for participating in this study. 

 

Withdrawal:  Participants may withdraw from the study at any time. 

 

Removal:  Aside from obvious disruption, harm or threat of harm to other study participants or 

members of the research team, participants will not be dropped from this study.   

 

Certificate of  Confidentiality: To help us protect your privacy, we have obtained a Certificate 

of Confidentiality from the National Institutes of Health. With this Certificate, the researchers 

cannot be forced to disclose information that may identify you, even by a court subpoena, in any 

federal, state, or local civil, criminal, administrative, legislative, or other proceedings. The 

researchers will use the Certificate to resist any demands for information that would identify you, 

except as explained below. 

The Certificate cannot be used to resist a demand for information from personnel of the United 

States Government that is used for auditing or evaluation of federally funded projects or for 

information that must be disclosed in order to meet the requirements of the federal Food and 

Drug Administration (FDA). 

You should understand that a Certificate of Confidentiality does not prevent you or a member of 

your family from voluntarily releasing information about yourself or your involvement in this 

research. If an insurer, employer, or other person obtains your written consent to receive research 

information, then the researchers may not use the Certificate to withhold that information. 

The Certificate of Confidentiality does not prevent the researchers from disclosing voluntarily, 

without your consent, information that would identify you as a participant in the research project 

under the following circumstances: reporting of child abuse and intent to hurt self or others.  

 Signatures:    „The study has been discussed with me and all my questions have been 

answered.  I may direct additional questions regarding study specifics to the investigators.  If 

I have questions about subjects‟ rights or other concerns, I can contact Robert C. Mathews, 

Chairman, LSU Institutional Review Board, (225) 578-8692, irb@lsu.edu, www.lsu.edu/irb.  

I agree to participate in the study described above and acknowledge the researchers 

obligation to provide me with a copy of this consent form if signed by me.‟   

 

                                      

Participant name (print)_____________________________________________________ 

                          

 Participant Signature: _______________________________________  Date: __________ 
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